Advanced technology and know-how
for apiculture sector development

Creating added value with beeswax processing

Technology and knowledge for foundation sheets production

Beeswax Cake

Liquid Wax

Wax Sheets

Foundation sheets

This complete automatic beeswax processing plant is designed for intensive commercial
operation and can be operated by 4-6 employees per working shift of 8 hours within only 30
m2. Entirely manufactured by a European leading company in the apiary sector, the
complete processing line is based on 75 years of experience and state-of-the-art technology
and guarantees food safety, durability and easy operation and maintenance.

Full-automatic foundation sheet plant
Sheets by the casting method directly from
liquid beeswax.
• Melting and sterilizer tank for 500 kg of
beeswax cakes, triple wall, all stainless steel,
electric heating 220 volt- 3.000 watt, with
thermometers and thermostat. This tank is
supplied with a metal support to allow the
melted wax to flow down into the device,
complete with a metal fix staircase and
parapets
• Wax distribution tank with lev el float and built
in ballcock and electric heating 220 Volt,
2.000 Watt
• The special thermical oil for filling the
double heating wall of the sterilizer tank
• Lubricating unit with electric pump
• Container for the lubricating liquid
• Dev ice for connection to the water inlet
• Rollers for embossing 610x170 mm with three phase electric motor 380 v olt, 50 Hz
• Cutting dev ice in width and in length, complete with an automatic lifting table

melting
filtering
sterilizing

embossing

trimming

This turnkey project includes..
complete processing equipment incl. working tools, personal protection equipment, connection parts
and manuals
turnkey solution containing planning the project, defining functionality and profitability, conducting risk
analyses, organizing transportation, custom duties, deliv ery and installation of the system including
operational start-up and know-how transfer
intensiv e training courses held by technicians of the manufacturing company, first-hand knowledge
about food-safe working methods, operation and maintenance of the processing line as well as of the
most important technical specifications
comprehensiv e after-sales serv ices ensuring our customers all benefits of the installation during its entire
life cycle. Best customer serv ices including timely technical assistance, reliable product warranties and
readily available wear- and spare parts

SCHEMATIC LAYOUT

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
NOMADES Swiss has identified recurring problems affecting work in the apiary
and in the honey-house with negativ e consequences like sub-optimal
productiv ity, market-value loss due to honey crystallization and impurities or
increased risk of illness for bee-colonies and health hazard for consumers.
Our fieldwork experience confirms the generally accepted view that apiculture is an extremely
promising market, but currently poorly exploited. Our focus here is not primarily on the
implementation of new bee colonies, but on the improv ement of the existing local production

chains which suffer from many shortcomings that can easily be amended (thus offering a maximal
impact for the apicultural sector).
The main recurring problems that we have identified arise in the following fields:
• Colony management (selection, breeding, rearing as well as diseases, parasites, predators, etc.)
• Work in the apiary (quality of hives and frames, uncapping, handling of wax)
• Work in the honey-house (clarification, packaging)
Tools and know-how that we have observ ed in the field hinder both optimal harv esting and
conditioning, thus generating a set of interrelated problems
• Important losses in terms of added-v alue (due to quality defects in the honey as marketed today)
• Far from optimal productiv ity (losses during the production process)
• Increased risks of illness for the bee colonies ov er the years (mostly due to lack of knowledge
relativ e to wax handling)
• Health hazards for consumers due to problems in the conditioning process
In order to improv e beeswax and honey production practices, NOMADES Swiss has dev eloped tailormade and extremely solid processing equipment for various production
capacities. Our selection best fits local conditions of production in fragile
contexts, such as power shortage or the expressed need for mobility.
Apiculture refers to the expertise and techniques for harvesting honey and
other products from beehiv es. It is an activ ity perfectly suited for a
philosophy of sustainable rural dev elopment at local and regional lev els,
which is a current top priority in developing countries today.
Some of the main assets of apiculture are
• prov ide rich and non-perishable nutritional additions to the rural diets, thus contributing to an
improv ement of basic public health
• generate products with an important added value, which can benefit different branches of the
population
• consumers are extremely fond of honey and often the demand far exceeds the local production
• inv estments in the apicultural sector are safe and rapidly profitable, thus contributing to the
reconstruction of the economy, needed for the welfare of the population and for political
stability
• honey production is an activ ity that is complementary to other activ ities existing on the same
agricultural lands. It allows div ersification and optimization, with both direct consequences (sales
of beekeeping products) and indirect ones improv ement of other crops through better
pollination)
• honey production can be undertaken by different people (landowner or not, men and women,
etc.) and as a primary or a subsidiary activ ity
NOMADES Swiss has been activ e in the apicultural sector since the year 2000. We distribute different
health products for honeybees as well as state of the art apiary equipment. We are official partner
of many apiary expert companies for our target countries. In close cooperation with the Prov incial
Federation of Apiculture (Neuchâtel, Switzerland) and selected other institutions for pathogenic
agents identification, we also hav e experience in investigating new health problems affecting bees,
beeswax or hiv es and can propose appropriate solutions.
We kindly inv ite you to expore our website to learn more about NOMADES Swiss food processing
solutions.
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